The Remote Huts Website & Permolat

The origins and aims of the site
I created the Website in 2003
because I was concerned about
the poor condition and ongoing
lack of maintenance of a large
number of remote high-country
huts in central Westland. The Site
profiles 47 high-country huts and
bivouacs currently, aiming to help
ensure their preservation and
continued maintenance. In
addition to raising public
awareness it provides constantly
updated details on hut, track and
route conditions.
An online group called Permolat
was established along with the
site. This aims to coordinate the
efforts of remote hut users in
hands-on preservation and
maintenance activities for the
more at-risk structures, or those
not fully maintained by DOC.

A Brief History
The huts and bivvies were built by the New Zealand Forest Service from
the 1950's - 70's primarily for animal control purposes.

State housing a la 1950’s
Hundreds of these basic structures and a connecting network of tracks
and bridges were put in to provide shelter for government deer cullers.

The shift from culling to
recreation
The advent of commercial helicopter
hunting in the early 70's rendered
intensive foot operations unnecessary.
The facilities remained however,
providing hunters, trampers and
climbers with a dream-system of
remote accommodation. NZFS
appeared to have an open cheque
book policy with it all. I enjoyed the
privilege of being able to visit and use
the facilities from the mid-70'son,
when, as a teenager, I first ventured
into the backblocks. The Huts’
cupboards were still stocked in many
cases with large caches of FS food. We
feasted and explored to our heart’s
content. It was rare in those days to
come across other people in this area.

The years of decline
DOC took over high-country resource management from NZFS in the mid 80‘s
under far more stringent funding regimes. Two decades of disrepair followed
for most huts outside the more popular tramping areas. Deteriorating access
tracks and lack of information on route and hut conditions led to decreased
use. Low use, according to the then popular “user pays” philosophy, justified
further low or zero maintenance - a vicious circle. Finally in 2003, with public
input, DOC reviewed its high-country resources. It proposed that a number of
huts be put on a "minimal maintenance" regime (this had already been
happening over the past 20 years), and others considered too run down,
unsafe, or in some cases, simply unused, were designated for removal.

Minimal Maintenance?
Defined as, “two-yearly inspections
with minor maintenance that can be
done with basic tools during
inspections to keep the structures
sanitary and watertight.” This may
include painting, repairs to windows,
sealing etc.. Once huts reach a stage
that is no longer considered
weatherproof, safe or sanitary, DOC
will remove them by helicopter. This
will be at considerable cost no doubt,
commensurate to several years
maintenance. If any major damage
were to occur, for example a tree
falling on a structure, it would also be
removed. Under this regime it seemed
inevitable that the huts and bivs in this
category would vanish by slow
attrition over time.

Remote hut users of the
world unite!
A small group of high-country
recreationalists continued to use and
derive great pleasure from remote huts
through the years of neglect. Some of
them advocated and agitated for their
retention. They consider the huts to
be integral part of their cultural and
recreational heritage, even the collective
psyche. They provide opportunities for
wilderness solitude, and a range of more
challenging options and alternatives to
the better resourced, easier, more
sanitised, and more crowded national
parks and great walks. For many of us this
is our gym, our church, our therapy room,
and our batch. We accept that full taxpayer funding for these resources is
unrealistic and are willing share the
maintenance role, or take it on
completely if need be. Is DOC ready for
this radical form of community
participation?

Murphy’s Law
Ironically, just after the site was
created, DOC received major one-off
funding and in the Hokitika area
undertook a maintenance initiative
well beyond the “minimal” level for a
number of the structures they'd just
consigned to this category. Over the
summer of 2003/ 4 most of the huts
on the website, and even two
designated for removal(!), received
attention. Repairs included painting,
sealing, general floor and frame
repairs and/ or re-piling. For some
huts this was the first maintenance in
30 years and will significantly extend
their life. Unfortunately DOC, working
on the cheap as usual, used
contractors and volunteers, and the
quality of the repairs is highly variable.
Some of the more shoddy work done
is unlikely to give the structures the
extra 15 years DOC was hoping for.

Area Covered
The huts and bivs profiled on the
Website are located from the
Crooked River down to the Waitaha
River in South Westland. DOC’s
maintenance categories are; "fully
maintain," "minimally maintain," and
"maintain by community." Most of the
huts on the site are in the "minimal
maintenance" category, and as such
are at-risk over the longer term
of deterioration and
removal. The "fully maintain" huts on
the site are not atrisk currently, but some, because of
their remoteness, remain
vulnerable to bureaucratic whims
and policy changes over the longer
term.

Maintain by Community
Projects
In the 2003/ 4 DOC review a number
of structures were designated for
removal. Proposals for "maintain by
community" were submitted by
members of Permolat to try and save
Scottys, Campbell and Lower Olderog
bivouacs. The Scottys bid was
successful and those for Lower
Olderog and Campbell Bivs are on hold
pending approval from Mawhera
Corporation (both lie in the Waitaiki
Historical Reserve). DOC has assured
us they will be minimally maintained
until the outcome is known. In 2008
there was another successful proposal
to maintain Mid Styx Hut by the
Permolat Group. Work on repiling and
major floor repairs will commence in
the summer of 2009.

Scottys: a success story
A "maintain by community" proposal
by Permolat was accepted by DOC in
2006 and a contract drafted. The
contract expires in 2016.
Scottys Biv is situated in the
headwaters of Scottys Creek on the
Tara Tama Range on the true left of
the Taipo River. It is a lovely spot and
prior to profiling on the site was
visited every 3-5 years. With the site’s
PR this changed significantly and in the
2005 season 10 visits were recorded in
the hutbook. Users of Scottys Biv are
encouraged to get involved in its
upkeep by carrying out repairs with
the tools and gear on-site, or by
informing us via our contact email of
repairs and tools and materials
needed.

Mid Styx project
Although designated as “minimal
maintenance,” DOC has done zero on
Mid Styx since inheriting it from the
NZFS. The Hut is on the true left of the
Styx valley on the opposite side to the
main valley track and is seldom visited
despite being a handy couple of hours
from the roadend. Hemmed in by
mature podocarp forest, the Hut’s
undercarriage has rotted and warped.
Continued maintenance at DOC levels
would have left it few years of life
remaining. The frame and interior of
the Hut unlike the floor, is dry, intact,
and in excellent condition. Work will
start on repiling, floor repairs and
tracks this summer. DOC will fly our
gear and material in for us when
they’re doing their normal rounds.

Proposal pending no. # 1 - Campbell Biv
This is the least visited hut on the Website. I'd not met anyone
who'd been there in the 30 years I'd been tramping in the area.
One of my first tasks upon my first visit in 2001 was scraping a
packaged food drop from under the bunk where it had lain
undisturbed since 1974 (the last time the Biv had maintenance
done). I next visited in 2004 and there had been no visits in my
absence. My route notes from 2001 lay where I'd left them on the
bench along with the alpine scrub branches I'd collected for a fire
and put in an old food drum.

Campbell Biv was designated for removal by DOC despite being in
good condition. Strangely, a few months after this decision , two
workers were flown in to repaint and reseal it and wire down the
piles. A proposal for "maintain by community" was submitted by
members of the Permolat group to retain the Biv. DOC's response
was positive, but because Campbell is located within the Waitaiki
Historical Reserve, the approval of Mawhera Corporation is
required for it to go ahead.

Proposal pending No. #2 – Lower Olderog Biv
Lower Olderog was also designated for removal in DOC's Review.
The proposal to "maintain by community,” as with Campbell Biv,
awaits Mawhera Corp’s OK.. The Biv is located directly above Jade
Creek, a key pounamu area. DOC assure us that the Biv will be
mimimally maintained in the meantime. A couple of new fireproof
mattresses were flown in in 2003, but aside from this, no official
maintenance has been done since the early-mid 1970's . I did a few
minor repairs around the door studs in 2004 and 2006 and a bit of
work has been done on the old track up to it from the Arahura
valley.

Olderog Biv is tucked in against the edge of a tussock clearing .
Above this is an open area of jumbled ultramafic rock with
scattered, stunted manuka, pink pine and alpine scrub, providing
easy access to the McArthur tops. Visits to Lower Olderog were
rare, around three-yearly, before it was profiled on this site. Traffic
has picked up a little since then. The Biv is accessable in a
reasonable day for a fit party from both the Arahura road end or
the Mt. Kerr tops track (via the Wainihinihi Hydro Road).

Informal trackwork
Informal trackwork by Permolat and
others has become commonplace in the
Hokitka area on trails no longer
maintained by DOC. In 2005 a notorious
section of the Kokatahi between Boo Boo
Hut and the twins swingbridge was
cleared. Work was done in the Griffin and
Rocky Creek catchments, the Mullins
Basin, Squall Peak and Crystal Biv tracks in
the Toaroha, the true left track to Dunns
Creek, the Rangi Taipo and Scottys Range
tops track in the Taipo valley, and Rata
Ridge in the Poerua. In 2007 Permolat
volunteers opened up the upper Waitaha
valley. While DOC has no “national”
policy as far as we know for this type of
activity, we have an informal agreement
with the West Coast Conservator that it’s
OK to work on pre-existing tracks as long
as only hand tools (loppers and pruning
saws) are used, and that orange triangles
are not used as markers. It could get
embarrassing however, as some of the
unmaintained tracks are in better
condition than DOC maintained ones, or
tricky if someone has an accident on one
of “our” trails. Regardless, of this, we
believe that keeping these old tracks
open is integral to the survival of
minimally maintained and other remote
huts.

DOC input
DOC input apparently varies considerably
between conservancies, from autocratic
and obstructive to sympathetic and
cooperative in their approach.
DOC Hokitika has said they may provide
some materials if an individual wants to
carry out simple tasks like sealing leaks or
replacing louvres etc. For more complex
tasks including painting, replacement of
framing timbers or piles etc., they may
co-work with individuals as volunteers,
provided they are capable and can meet
DOC/ local body building code standards
and DOC/ Health and Safety
requirements. In specific instances they
will consider ferrying materials to a hut
site. Interested individuals are also able
to accompany DOC staff who undertake
repairs. They had a number come along
as volunteers during 2003/ 4
maintenance programme and their
feedback was positive. The Hokitika
Conservancy has displayed a genuine
interest in our group, its aims and its
projects and so far, co-worked with us.
They acknowledge the need for better
communication with user groups.

How you can help
Remote hut users can help by doing
their own hut inspections and minor
repairs when visiting "minimal
maintenance" or "maintain by
community" huts. Updates on repairs
needed, routes and tracks, can be
emailed to us and will be posted on
the site. In the case of "minimal
maintenance" huts needing repairs,
please inform DOC also. They still have
a role their, and our intent here is to
complement rather than supplement
their input.
You can also help by keeping the trails
trimmed and marked in instances
where DOC has ceased maintaining
them. Loppers, a small pruning saw
and a measuring tape are standard
equipment for many of us now when
we go bush. If you are a couch potato,
or immobilised by arthritis after years
of dragging deer carcasses through the
alpine scrub and want to help our
cause, send us a donation.

Issues for the Group?
•Activism vs cooperation
•Political vs practical
•Hierachical vs. organic
management
•Incorporate or not?
•Diverse viewpoints and
realities
• Promotion vs. exclusive
club
•Transparency vs. secrecy
•Funding
•Focus on Huts and tracks
only?
•Safety issues

Free tour of the Remote
Huts website
County Stream
County Hut in the Waitaha is “minimal
maintenance.” The tracks in the upper
Waitaha are zero maintenance and the
country is very rough. Visits to County
had declined along with the track to 23 parties per year. Permolat recut the
upper Waitaha tracks including the
County track (the latter a fairly
rudimentary job). The winter storms of
2008 may have stuffed up some of the
work done. Takes 2-3 days to get here.
County is a stunning spot – pure
wilderness.

Top Waitaha Hut
Located in the head of the Waitaha valley. The setting is serene, sublime and very
remote. Easy tussock flats and a gently flowing river around the Hut belie the rugged
nature of the lower valley and the physical hardships required to reach this spot. The
lower sections of the valley are wild and gorgy, the upper reaches back onto the
pristine snowfields and glaciers of the Mt. Evans massif. Before we did the track it was
starting to take people 2 days to get here from Moonbeam Hut downvalley. The track
was recut and re-marked as far as Chainman Creek above the Windhover Gorge.

Moonbeam
Moonbeam Hut was reinstated to full
maintenance by DOC in its 2003/ 4
review and will be replaced by a
smaller hut at the end of its life. This
decision is perplexing given that the
access tracks aren’t going to be
maintained. Visits to Moonbeam had
become rare by 2003 when this site
was set up due to deteriorating tracks.
Those visiting the headwaters of the
Waitaha would frequently use tops
routes from adjacent catchments
rather than endure the grueling 2-3day epic up the main valley. Although
the trail was restored to reasonable
condition in 2007 it is likely that the
winter storms of 2008 have had a
deleterious effect on the volunteers'
efforts.

Frisco
Frisco is a hut without tracks. Perched high above the Frisco Canyon in the Hokitika valley it’s several day’s travel
from anywhere. The hutbook goes back over 20 years in 5-6 pages and there is one of the better toilet views in
the world. The sense of solitude here is palpable. The tracks have been unmaintained for over 30 years and
would require a forensic team or Tonto to follow in a lot of places. In fact, it’s just as easy to bush bash.
Currently the best way in is via the Diedrich Range Tops (Toaroha valley).

Serpentine
Also in the Hokitika and even harder to get to than Frisco. Non-existent tracks, and dropping in from the
tops is a more involved. Fly-in kayakers visit every 2-3 years . There are three awesome gorges between
Serpentine and the maintained tracks at the Hokitika/ Whitcombe junction. There were no entries in the
hutbook between 1987 and 93. Serpentine is on DOC’s remove list although they are reconsidering this
after being approached by some kayakers to keep it. There have been mutterings in Permolat about
shifting Serpentine up into the Cropp Basin in the Whitcombe to replace the hut that was washed out up
there but DOC aren’t having a bar of that plan. Sepentine is a classic late-50’s NZFS design. A wood
burner replaced the open fire in the early 80’s. It’s still in excellent condition but I had to cut a 50m track
up from the riverbed to get to it when I visited in 2007.

Mungo Hut

Somebody adopt this hut please!
Mungo is minimal maintenance. The
tracks and bridges in the upper Mungo
are no longer maintained. There is a
route up the riverbed from just past
the Poet Creek/ Toaroha Saddle
turnoff, otherwise it’s over Hokitka
Saddle or from the Toaroha Range
tops. This is an NZFS 1970’s time
capsule with a hutbook going back 20
years in 10 pages. It gets a half dozen
visits at most, per year. Mungo is a 15
minute climb above the Park/ Mungo
confluence. I’ve done some work on
the access tracks up from the River.

Sir Robert
Sir Robert Hut is another Mungo time
capsule set in a beautiful, spectacular
and remote area. Gaps in the hutbook
of 2-5 years were common. Not
surprising as the Hut is well off the
beaten track and considerable time
and effort is required to get there. It is
located in the alpine scrub zone on the
tue left of Sir Robert Creek.
The lower reaches of the Creek are
gorged and impassable. Access to the
Hut is via the tops. The headwaters of
Sir Robert back on to the Main Divide
with a couple of cols providing access
to the North Mathias River. The peaks
of the Divide behind the Hut are
rugged and virtually unvisited. It's
unlikely they've been climbed much
since John Pascoe and companions did
10 first ascents in a single day back in
the 1930’s.

Prices Basin Hut
Prices Basin Hut is located in a high
tussock basin on the on the true left of
the Whitcombe River. The basin backs
on to the Lange Range and the head of
the Waitaha and the river below the
basin drops over a large waterfall and
impassable gorge into the main valley.
Access to the Hut is only possible via
the tops and all routes are reasonably
challenging, as well as being several
days walk from any road end. Visitors
to the basin are few and generally of
the more hardy and experienced ilk.
The Hut is a relatively unmodified,
NZFS tops hut that is well provisioned
and in good condition. DOC have
reinstated it to fully maintain,
ostensibly for tahr control purposes.

Top Olderog Biv
Top Olderog Biv is a high-level biv situated above Olderog Creek in the Arahura valley. The Biv was one of
the least visited huts on this site when I first visited in March 2004. In the FS food drums there were blocks
of fossilised butter wrapped in 1973 editions of the Hokitika Guardian. I had a cup of 30-year-old Red Rose
tea, which wasn't that great , mind you it never was even back then). The views from the Biv are stunning
and a number of tops routes are possible from here to other remote huts and bivs in the area. Visits to
Top Olderog have increased from one every 3-5 years to around four parties a year since it was profiled on
the site. DOC have fixed it up really well, replacing a blown in window that was patched with a bit of iron
cladding for several years.

Healey Spur Hut
Healey in the Mikonui valley is a
remote hut that is reasonably close to
the roadend as the crow flies. It's a
steep 4-5 hour trudge admittedly, but
the track is in pretty good shape as a
result of informal trackwork by some
local remote hutters. They used
chainsaws, and DOC got pretty
nervous about this, understandably.
Healey Hut is perched on a tussock
bench high above the true left of
Healey Creek. There are great views
from of Remarkable Peak, the Bald Hill
Range, Mt. Greenland and the Coast
and Tasman Sea. From Healey the tops
provide access into some pretty
rugged and remote Westland high
country, and other remote huts.

Mullins Basin Hut
Mullins Hut is located Mullins basin in the Toaroha Valley. It’s at the top end of a large tussock flat
surrounded by beautiful sub-alpine forest . Mullins Creek drops from the basin to the main valley over a
spectacular waterfall. Mullins is a wonderful spot, not hugely visited, and not too difficult to access in a
day. A great place to come and hang out . DOC doesn't intend maintaining the Mullins track from the
main valley, but volunteers have re-opened it and kept it in reasonable condition. It is also possible to
access Mullins with relative ease from the Diedrich Range tops, providing opportunities for longer more
challenging circuits. The basin offers plenty to explore and do, has a healthy blue duck population, and
beautiful swimming holes. Mullins gets 3-6 parties visiting annually.

Crystal Biv
Crystal Biv sits in the tussock knoll on the spur dividing the Pretty and Crystal Creek catchments on the true right of the
Toaroha valley. It is seldom visited despite being accessible in a day from the roadend for fit types. A large tarn and
several smaller ones provide fresh water and swimming pool. There is easy access from here to the Toaroha Range
tops. Crystal got visited every 18 months - three years prior to being profiled on the site. It now gets around three visits
per year. Currently the only viable routes in are via the tops. The track from the main valley has been unmaintained for
30+ years and unuseable for the last 15 or so. In 2008 Permolat volunteers began recutting it and have managed to get
all but the top 150 metres done. The remaining section to the tussock is lightly cruise-taped, but still fairly densely
overgrown.

Newton Biv
Newton Biv is located midway along the Newton Range between the Styx and Arahura valleys. It is
seldom visited despite being fairly easy to access in a day from the Styx road end. Newton is a serene
and beautiful spot with great views out to the Tasman Sea and back towards the Alps. It sits on the
western edge of a large flat area of mixed tussock, alpine scrub and alpine peat bog. There are
numerous small, deep tarns and some interesting subsidances 3-4 metres deep. A small tribe of weka
inhabit the precincts. Volunteer work has been done to open up the top half of an old NZFS tops track
on the Styx side. The track can be accessed from an open creek that intersects the main valley track.

Contacting or joining
Permolat
The website
remotehuts@onlinegroups.net
Contact
Feedback on the site, corrections, or
updates on hut and track conditions
can posted to Andrew Buglass at
andrew@uchc.org.nz. Donations will
be gratefully accepted.
Online Group
Permolat is an online group of around
100 people interested in preserving
remote huts. It helps remote hutters
stay in contact, and to organise hut
and track work projects.
If you wish to join contact Andrew at
the above email address.

